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Ahslnıct
The purpose o f Ihis study is lo lesl (he reliability and validily of ıheTıırkish version of the Service Qualily 

Assessment Scale (SQAS). The participants o f (his study consist of 636 health-fıtness club’s menıbers. The 
Conlirnıatory Faclor Analysis (CFA) has been used to cxaıııine the facUır slructure of the SQAS instrument.
İt has been concluded (hat ali o f the poodness-of-fıl indices o f both the expcctation and perception model 
\vere admissible, with the perception model being slightly beller ıhan the expectation model. The composite 
reliability and variance ex!ractcd has also been calculated for expectation and perception model. Analysis 
indicated that CR values are ali abovc .70 for both expectation model and perception model.
Keynords: Reliability, validily, service quality, health-fitness clubs.

Öı
Bu çalışmanın amacı, Hi/nıet Kalitesi Değerlendirme Ölçeği’nin Türkçe versiyonunun geçerliği ve 

güvenirliğini test etmektir. Çalışmaya sağlık ve zindelik kulüplerine üye olan 636 kişi katılmıştır. Ölçeğin 
faktör yapısını incelemede, Doğrulayıcı Faktör Analizi (conlirnıatory factor analysis) yöntemi 
kullanılmıştır. Sonuç olarak, beklenen ve algılanan hizmet modelleri için elde edilen uyum indeksi değerleri 
kabul edilebilir düzeydedir ve algılanan hizmet modeli beklenen lıiz.nıet modeline göre biraz, daha yüksek 
kabul edilebilirlik düzeyindedir. Beklenen ve algılanan hizmet modelleri için Bileşik Güvenirlik (Composite 
Reliability) ve Açıklanan Varyans (Variance Extracted) değerleri de hesaplanmıştır. Analiz, sonuçlan, hem 
beklenen hem de algılanan hizmet modelleri için tüm kanşık güvenirlik değerlerinin .70’in üzerinde 
olduğunu göstermektedir.
Anahtar Sözcükler. Güvenirlik, geçerlik, hizmet ka

Iııtroduction

The iııterest in delivery of high quality Services has 
been inereasing in recent years as a partly result of 
loday’s highly competitive business environment. In 
other words, deliveriııg high quality cııstomer service is 
a policy indispetısable to the overall sııcccss of an 
organization and to inerease its strength in today’s 
\vorld. The service sector is undoubtedly esseıılial for
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u, sağlık ve zindelik kulüpleri.

the cconomy since it accoıınts for 60 percent of the value 
added in the European Economic Community 
(Ghobadian, Speller and Joııes, 1994). Similarly, the 
service sector is important for the United States 
cconomy as from 1900 to 1984 the perceııtage of the 
popıılatioıı employed in tlıis sector inereased from 30 % 
to 74 % (Cronin and Taylor, 1992).

Regarditıg the percentage value added to economy 
and employed population, doing something \vrong 
inereases the operatiııg costs, wlıich nıay vary bet\veen 
30 and 40 percent. This is a huge percent for the service 
sector matıagers so they try to fiııd the way of decreasiııg 
or eliminatioıı this \vaste by meetiııg cııstomers’ 
expectations (Ghobadian, Spellaer and Joııes, 1994). 
Therefore, quality improvement is a fımdamental 
coııcern for llıe sııccess of nıaııy service organizations.
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An orgaııization that waııts more progress and profıt 
obviously focuses its attentioıı on service quality 
(Hadikoemoro, 2002). Organizations that provide high 
service quality as perceived by Ihe customers tend lo be 
the ıııost profitable compaııies (Philip and Hazlett, 
1997). The competitive position of an orgaııization ıııay 
change according to improvenıents in qualily. Knowiııg 
that, not only the manufacturing sector but also the 
service sector ıııakes an effort to find the way of 
inıproving their service qualities. An essential stıategy 
in inıproving service quality is to nıeasure the prescııt 
service quality by assessing how far the service achieves 
custonıer satisfactioıı (Fan, Kwaıı and So, 1999).

In business literatüre, service is a performance, it 
happeııs through interaetion bet\veeıı consunıers and 
service providers. Silvestro, Johnston, Fitzgerald and 
Voss (1990) defined the service as an interaetion period 
anıong the custonıer and service system and it ineludes 
contact personııel, equipmeııt, service environments and 
also facilities. Service may be perceived differently 
from producer to producer or customer to custonıer. 
Reccntly, service has become associated with the word 
of quality and quality definitions have become 
sophisticated. The quality concept of “excellence” has 
now been largely superseded by definitions enıphasizing 
produetion or delivery. Quality has been vievved as an 
assessment of \vhat the company has rather than with 
what the company does. Hmvever, it is so difficult to 
define quality %vith just one definition; the underlying 
reason being that quality is now recognized as a multi- 
faceted concept (Hernon, 2002).

Service quality and customer satisfaction raised very 
little interest despite their long history uııtil the mid- 
1980s. Botlı service marketing and service quality have 
not received a great deal of attentioıı from researehers. 
To a small extent, tlırough the work of Parasuraman, 
Zeithaml and Berry (1985) service quality has become a 
topic in a ııumber of stııdies. However, there is no 
agreement upon the factors that affect consumer 
perceptions or measuremeııt of service quality. Iıı 
addition to this, there has been a deep concentration on 
developing tools for the assessment of service quality 
(Philip and Hazlett, 1997).

The issue of service quality and custonıer satisfaction 
has not received very nıuch attentioıı in the sports sector 
in the earlier period. Hovvever, novvadays in reaction to 
this higlıly competitive environment, sport organizations 
have recognized the importaııce of delivering quality 
service for success and survival in today’s world. Över 
the past 15 to 20 years, more than a few people have 
recognised the value of performing a physical activity at 
least two or three times in a week for a hcalth-life style. 
Heııce, the number of sport and fitness centres has 
considerably inereased in many countries (Papadimitriou 
and Kostantinos, 2000). It is the main reason of 
competition among the sport organisations. Haviııg lots 
of alternatives, sport participants inereased their 
expectations of quality in sport produets and Services 
(Howat, Crilley, Absler and Milne, 1996; Maıvson, 
1993). This suggests that sport service providers should 
provide better service or inerease their quality of service 
to respond to the needs and expectations of customers 
who have other alternatives.

Although, researehers have agreed that service quality 
and customer satisfaction are the t\vo significant 
constructs that have to be examined to gain competitive 
advantage över other organisations in the sector, sport 
management researehers have ignored the study of these 
t\vo constructs and the relationship betıveen them 
(Theodorakis, Kambitsis and Laios, 2001). Hence, there 
are a limited number of stııdies in sport literatüre related 
to service quality. It may occur due to the lack of 
instrument with good properties and practical 
application values and also the limited number of studies 
that have been carried out (Lam, 2000). In this situation, 
researehers concentrate on developing useable 
instruments to measure the service quality that is provided 
in health-fitness clubs.

Even if there is an inereased attention to service 
quality and satisfaction in sport Sciences in many 
countries, there is no study that has investigated sports 
service quality issues in Turkey. Consequently, there is 
a great need for the development of valid and reliable 
instruments for a service quality scale. This study seeks 
to test the reliability and validity of the Turkish version 
of the Service Quality Assessment (SQAS).
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Melhod

Participants
The pnrlicipants of Ihis stııdy iııcluded 338 nıales 

(53.1%) and 298 females (46.9%) who \vere raııdomly 
selecled from eight diffcrcnt hcalth-filness clubs in 
Ankara. Hcalth-filness clubs were selecled according to 
their size, progranıs, and numbcr of member. Members 
in the samplc were from different age groııps, income 
groups and profession groııps. Membership types \vere 
72% individual (252 malcs and 206 females), family 
26.9%' (82 males and 89 females), and other 0.9% (3 
nıales, 3 females).

Data Collection İnstrument
SQAS is a 40-itenı inventory that was developed by 

Lam (2000) to measıırc service quality of health-fitness 
clubs (Appendix A). Although the SQAS vvas designed 
to cvaluate the perceived service quality of health- 
fitness clubs, it was later exteııded to inelude both the 
expectation and perception scores. He developed the 
scale in foıır sleps which are: (a) content validily stage, 
(b) pilot stııdy, (c) the initial test administration and 
exp!oratory factor analysis and (d) confirmatory factor 
analysis. The Turkish form of the Service Quality 
Asscssment Scale (SQAS-T) used in this study is a six- 
factor model with 40 items (Appcııdix B). These are: 
Staff (9 items). Program (7 items), Locker Room (5 
items), Physical Facilities (7 items), Workoııt Facilities 
(6 items), and Child Çare (6 items). Participants \vere 
asked to rate each ileni on a 7-point Likcrt scale ranging 
from 1 (least important) to7 (most important). While the 
expected part of the instrument vvas introduced \vith a 
statement asking “How important is this to you”? The 
perception part vvas introduced by asking the 
participants “Hovv’s the club doing?”

Tmnskıtion Procedures
For the translation of the instrument from English to 

Turkish follovving procedure vvas carried oııt: 3 
specialists in English liııguistics and the researeher 
traııslated SQAS into Turkish. The researeher collccted 
the four translations and discussed the results vvith these 
people to decide upon the most suitable draft. This draft 
of the instrument vvas theıı given to English teachers to 
traııslate tlıc Turkish versioıı of SQAS back iıılo

English. The researeher conıpared the SQAS that vvas 
traııslated into Tıırkish and back again into English, to 
the original versioıı of this scale, to determine if any 
differcııces exisled betvveen original version and the 
traııslated version. The pıırpose of doing this translation 
vvas to ıııakc ccrtain that the vvording of items in Turkish 
vvoııld be eqııivalent to the original meaning of items in 
English.

Data Collection Procedure
From the 24 health-fitness clubs that are currently 

operaling in Ankara, 9 vvere randomly seleeted and 
contactcd for participation in the stııdy. Some of the 
health-fitness ceııters vvere eliminated from the sample 
because of their limited nııınber of members, progranıs, 
size or not haviııg permanent sport facilities. The 
researeher contacled 9 randomly seleeted health-fitness 
clubs’ ıııanagers in Ankara not only for their permission 
but also to get hıformatioıı about their vvorking hours 
and the sehedule of their progranıs. Only one of the 
health-fitness clubs did not give permission to collect 
data on tlıc groıınds that their members had already 
participaled in a greal dcal of researeh.

The SQAS-T vvas administrated to members in their 
clııb setliııg especially before the exercise period. Before 
the administration of the scale, members vvho agreed to 
participate volııntarily vvere told hovv to complete the 
inventory.

Participants vvho returned inconıplete inventories 
vvere eliminated from this stııdy. Overall, the data vvere 
analyzed for the 636 of the 683 inventories that vvere 
returned from the members.

Data Analysis Procedure
The procedure in this stage involved confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) to analyze the data from the 
respoııdents of the scale. The pıırpose of the CFA is not 
to ideııtify the nıımbers of factors, but to confirm the 
factor structııre of the scale. Consequently, CFA is moıe 
of a theory-testing procedure vvhere variables can be 
specified to be loaded on certaiıı factors, and the nuıııber 
of factors is fixed in advaııce. In CFA, the researeher 
begins vvith a hypothesis prior to analysis (Stevens, 
1996). CFA vvas coınpleted vvitlıiıı the framevvork of the 
Wiııdovvs LISREL 8.5 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 2002).
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Usiııg Windo\vs LISREL 8.5 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 
2002) Computer program, the six-factor model (40 
iteıııs) \vas analyzed based on the Maximum Likelihood 
(ML) estimatioıı method. The folloıving five steps ıvere 
used in the implcmentation of the CFA:

(1) Model specifıcation
(2) Identification
(3) Estimatioıı
(4) Testing fit
(5) Respecificatioıı
In model specifıcation, an initial model is geııeratcd 

prior to estimation. The formulation of this model is 
fouııded on the theory or past research. Önce a model is 
identified, an estimation method is selected. The selected 
estimation tcchnique is based on the distributional 
properties of the variables beiııg analyzed. The model is 
tested as to \vhether it is consistent \vith the data, after 
obtaiııing the estimates. If so, the process can be stopped. 
If not, the model could be improved through 
rcspecifıcation. WIıile doing so, steps 2 through 5 may be 
repeated, usually many times (Bollen and Long, 1993).

The PRELIS 2.53 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 2002) 
Computer program was used to examine the degree of 
skeıvness and kurtosis as well as mııltivariate normality. 
The composite reliability (CR) of both Expectation 
Scalc and Perception Scale for the six-factor model was 
also calculated based on the folloıving formula.

(E Lambda X)2

(E Lambda X)2 + E Theta Delta

The variance extracted (VE) was calculated based on 
the folloıving formula (Fomel and Larcker, 1981):

(E Lambda X)2

(E Lambda X2) + E Theta Delta 

Findings

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used to 
examine the factor structure of the Turkish version of 
the Service qııalily Asscssment Scale (SQAS-T). Since 
the original SQAS has six factors, a six-factor model 
was proposed for the SQAS-T.

Expectııtion and Perception o f Service Quality
One of the basic assumptions of CFA is multivariate 

normality. In this regard, the data was examined usiııg 
the PRELIS 2.53 (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 2002) 
Computer program. The basic assumption of 
multivariate normality \vas not met (i.e., y} = 105,585, p 
< .00) for the expectation model. The distributions of 
most items in this current sample were ııegatively 
skeıved and leptokurtic. Nevertheless, the Maxinıum 
Likelihood (ML) estimation method was used in 
conducting CFA.

Using the Wiııdows LISREL 8.5 (Jöreskog and 
Sörbom, 2002) Computer program, the six-factor model 
(40 items) was analyzed based on the ML estimation 
method for the expectation model. The chi-square 
statistics of the model \vas signifıcant (i.e., %2 = 2,615, 
df = 725, g < .01) but the df to %2 ratio was low (i.e., 
under 1:4). The goodness-of-fit indices of the model 
\vere admissible. For exanıple, the Root Mean Square 
Error of Approxinıation (RMSEA) = .067, Standardized 
Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) = .056, and both 
the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Incremental Fit 
Index (IFI), as iveli as the Non-Normed Fit Index 
(NNFI) = .95. Ali these indices indicated that the model 
provided a reasonable fit to the data. The perception data 
ıvas first examined through PRELIS 2.53 (Jöreskog and 
Sörbom, 2002) Computer program. The basic 
assumption of multivariate normality ıvas not met (i.e., 
y 2 = 19,002, p < .00). Similar to the expectation model, 
the distributions of most items in the perception model 
ıvere negatively skeıved and leptokurtic.

Using the Windoıvs LISREL 8.5 (Jöreskog and 
Sörbom, 2002) Computer program, the six-factor 
perception model ıvas analyzed based on the ML 
estimation method. The chi-square statistics of the 
model ıvas signifıcant (i.e., %2 = 2,227, df = 725, £ < .01). 
The df to %2 ratio was also loıv and under 1:4. The 
goodness-of-fit indices of the model ıvere satisfactory. For 
example, the RMSEA = .059, SRMR = .054, and both the 
CFI, the IFI, as iveli as the NNFI = .96. The results of 
goodness-of-fit indexes and model-fit statistics of 
expectation and perception model are presented in Table 1.

Reliability Analysis
In this study both CR and VE ıvere calculated. The CR 

and VE measures ıvere used in preference to Cronbach
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Table I.
The Results of Goodness-of-Fil lndexes and Model-Fil Statistics for Expeclation and Perceplioıı Model

RMSEA SRMR CFI IFI NNFI x2 df

Expeetation of Service 

Quality
.067 .056 .95 .95 .95 2,615 725

Perception of Service
.059 .054 .96 .96 .96 2,227 725

Quality

alphas as it has been shown to have nıorc advantages 
(Ailawadi, Neslin and Gedeıık, 2001). The CR is an 
inlernal consistcncy reliability measure that accounts for 
the mcasurement errors (theta delta) (Fornell and 
Larcker, 1981). The VE is defined by Fornell and 
Larcker (1981) as the “amount variance captured by the 
conslruct in relation to the amount of variance due to the 
measurement error” (p.45).

In this study, the CR and VE were computed 
separately for both the expectation model and the 
pcrceplion model.

The CR and VE by the six constructs of the 
expectation model are given in Table 2.

The CR of the six factors of the expectation model 
\vas .76 (Staff), .81 (Program), .73 (Locker Room), .82 
(Physical Facility), .83 (Workoııt Facility), and 1.00 
(Child Çare).

On the other hand, with the exception of Child Çare 
(.99), the VE by the six constructs of the expectation 
model werc comparatively low: 26 (Staff), .38 
(Program), .35 (Locker Room), .40 (Physical Facility), 
and .45 (Workout Facility).

The CR and VE by the six constructs of the perception 
model are given in Table 3.

The CR of the six factors of the perception model was 
.86 (Staff), .84 (Program), .82 (Locker Room), .74

Table 2.
Composite Reliability and Variances Extracted by Six Constructs of the Espectation Model

Composite Reliability Variance Extracted

Staff .76 .26

Program .81 .38

Locker Room .73 .35

Physical Facilities .82 .40

Workout Facilities .83 .45

Child Çare 1.00 .99

Table 3.
Composite Reliability and Variances Extracted by six Constructs of the Perception Model

Composite Reliability Variance Extracted

Staff .86 .40

Program .84 .43

Locker Room .82 .48

Physical Facilities .74 .29

Workout Facilities .84 .47

Child Çare 1.00 .98
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(Plıysical Facility), .84 (Workout Facility), and 1.00 
(Child Çare).

As shovvn in Table 3, the VE ranged from .29 (Physical 
Facility) to .98 (Child Çare) for perception model. These 
results were similar to the findings of expectation model.

Discussion and Results

The CFA was coııducted for both the expectation 
model and perception model of the SQAS-T. Therefore, 
the results of present study were discussed in the 
framework that includes both the expectation and 
perception scores in terms of original scores of the 
SQAS that was developed by Lam (2000).

Examination o f the Six-Factor Expectation-Perception 
Model witlı respect to Goodness-of-Fit Stcıtistic.s and 
Model-Fit Statistics

The findings of the present study indicated that, in this 
current sample the distributions of most items were 
negatively skewed and leptokurtic. Nevertheless, the 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method \vas 
used in conducting the CFA since extensive research on 
(he robııstness of the ML method indicated that this 
method is almost ahvays acceptable even when data are 
non-normally distributed (Harlow, 1985; Hoyle and 
Panter, 1995; Muthen and Kaplan, 1985; Tanaka and 
Bentler, 1985; West, Finch and Curraıı, 1995). 
Furthermore, Olsson, Foss, Troye and Howell (2000) 
suggested that a sample size of 2,000 is necessary for the 
Weighted Least Square, instead of the ML, estimation 
method.

The findings of the expectation model of the SQAS-T 
demonstrated that the goodness-of-fit indices (RMSEA, 
SRMR, CFI, IFI, and NNFI) of the model were 
admissible. As pointed out by Steiger (1989) and Byrne 
(1998), values of the RMSEA of less than .05 indicate a 
very good fit, and values up to .08 indicate reasonable 
errors of approximation in the population. MacCallum, 
Bro\vne and Suga\vara (1996) further commented on 
these cutpoints by declaring that values of the RMSEA 
between .08 and .10 indicate mediocre fit, and those 
greater than .10 indicate poor fit. On the other hand, the 
SRMR ranges from zero to 1.00 and “in a \vell-fitting 
model this value vvill be small -  say, .05 or less” (Byrne,

1998, 115). Since the RMSEA and SRMR values of the 
SQAS model were .067 and .056, respectively, the 
values were in the uppermost ranges.

In addition, Hu and Bentler (1999) further commented 
on the ML method that cutoff values elose to .95 for 
CFI, .08 for SRMR, and .06 for RMSEA are needed 
before concluding that there is a relatively good fit 
betvveeıı the model and the observed data. In this study 
both the CFI, IFI, and NNFI fit indices values (i.e., .95) 
demonstrated that the six-factor expectation model 
provided a reasonable fit to the data set. The result of 
goodness-of-fit indexes and model-fit statistics for 
expectation model are similar with the original SQAS 
scores (RMSEA, SRMR, CFI, IFI, and NNFI).

Another result of this study is that, similar to the 
expectation model, the distributions of most items in the 
perception model were negatively skevved and 
leptokurtic. Therefore, the six-factor perception model 
\vas examiııed based on the ML estimation method. 
Similar to the expectation model, even if the RMSEA 
and SRMR values of perception model values are 
slightly higher than .05 (.059 and .054), it is stili within 
an acceptable range \vhen other fit indices are good. In 
other \vords, ali indices (RMSEA, SRMR, CFI, IFI, and 
NNFI) indicated that the perception model provided a 
reasonable fit to the data. On the \vhole, both the 
expectation and perception model were admissible, with 
the perception model slightly better than the expectation 
model.

Examincıtion of the Six-Factor Expectation Model with 
respect to Conıposite Reliahility and Variance Extracted

The highest reliability \vas found for Child Çare (1.00) 
and the lo\vest reliability were found for Locker Room 
(.73) that were ali above the .70 which %vas considered 
acceptable (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). In this study, 
values of expectation model can be considered very 
good since ali of the CR values svere higher than .70.

The VE of six constructs of the expectation model 
ranged from .26 (Staff) to .99 (Child Çare). On the other 
hand, with the exception of Child Çare (.99), the 
variances extracted (VE) by the six constructs of the 
expectation model were comparatively low. These 
values were ali lower than the .50 Standard (Fornell and 
Larcker, 1981).
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Fiııally, these results suggest that ali itcms undcr cach 
faclor \vere rcliable in eslimating their respcclive 
construcl.

Ex(immtılion o f the Six-Fııctor Perception Model with 
respect to Conıposite Reliability and Variunce Extracted

The CR valııes of the perceptioıı model that were 
oblaincd in this study were similar to the results 
ohlained hy Lam (2000) \vhich ranged from .82 to .93. 
Besides. the results of the CR of pcrception model 
ranged from .74 to 1.00 which were ali above the .70 
which was regarded as acceptable (Fornell and Larcker, 
1981). Thcse results suggested that translating the original 
SQAS itıto Turkish did not caused aııy majör problem. In 
other vvords, ali individual items contributcd to the 
funetioning of their subseale and langııage differences 
appearcd not to compromise the effectiveness of items.

Similar to the expcctation model, \vith the exceptioıı 
of Clıild Çare (.98), the variances VE capturcd by the six 
constructs of the perception model were relatively lo\v. 
The VE of the six-factors were .40 (Staff), .43 
(Program), .48 (Locker Room), .29 (Physical Facilities), 
and .47 (VVorkoııt Facilities) respectively, which \verc 
not considered acceptable wlıen compared to the 
minimum of reqııirement of .50 (Fornell and Larcker, 
1981). Thcse VE results werc not similar to those 
produced by Lam (2000). Since, the VE valııes of the 
SQAS ranged from .61 (Physical Facilities) to .72 
(Locker Room) that werc ali greater thaıı .50.

The findings of present study demonstrated that both 
the expectation and perception model proposed by Lam 
(200) were admissible. Hovvever, it should be 
considered, even wheıı a model fits to the dala \vell, the 
presence of other equivalent models should not be 
ignored (MacCallum, 1995). In other \vords, finding a 
model that fit the data well does not signify that the 
model is the only or optimal model for the data. This 
nıeans that it stili possible to inerease the fit indices 
valııes. Therefore, further researclı is needed to deal with 
the inereasing fit indices valııes of defined six-factor 
model.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that the 
SQAS with its six-dimension strueture proposed by Lam 
(2000) appears to be a reliable and valid instrument to 
measııre the quality of service attribııtcd at health-fitness

clııb’s in Ankara. Further work is required to be done 
\vith other groups in order to reach a definitive 
conclusion aboııl the reliability and validity of SQAS for 
Turkish populations.
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